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INTRODUCTION

THE GLOBAL PLAY OF NAM JUNE PAIK
THE ARTIST THAT EMBRACED AND TRANSFORMED MARSHALL MCLUHAN’S DREAMS INTO REALITY

What else can be said of Nam June Paik and his artistic practice that perhaps has not been said before? My guess is not very much...and while I write my first lines to this introduction I realize that it is already sounding like a classic Latin ‘invocatio,’ or request to assistance from the divinity, used by writers when having to tread complex waters. Nam June Paik and Marshall McLuhan are two of the numerous artists and authors who inspired my formative years. If one cannot deny Paik’s love of play and satire imbued in popular culture and used to disguise a real intellectual and conceptual approach to the artwork, McLuhan’s famous phrase ‘Media is message’ was formulated by Norbert Wiener in 1948 as ‘The signal, where the message is sent...’ It is sent, plays equally important role as the signal, where message is translated by Wiener. McLuhan’s visions of the world to come, made of light, optics and image technologies and forms of expression. The end of video and television as we know them signals a transformation of our visual culture...

Marshall McLuhan’s famous phrase ‘Media is message’ was formulated by Norbert Wiener in 1948 as ‘The signal, where the message is sent...’

Therefore, it seems limited to define Paik as ‘the father of video art’ when his approaches were to resonate in a multiplicity of fields and areas. Paik’s latest creative deployment of new media is through laser technology. He has called his most recent installation a “post-video project,” which continues the articulation of the kinetic image through the use of laser energy projected onto scrims, cascading water, and smoke-filled sculptures. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, Paik’s work shows us that the cinema and video are fusing with electronic and digital media into new forms and expressions. The end of video and television as we know them signals a transformation of our visual culture... When Mike Stubbs and Omar Kholeif approached me to create this book, the challenge was to create a structure for the material but also to keep the openness that characterizes so many of Paik’s artworks and so many of the approaches that he has inspired.

The construction of this hybrid book, I hope, would have pleased Paik for it is a strange construction, collage and recollection, of memories, events, places and artworks. In this volume collide present events, past memories, a conference and an exhibition, all in the name of Nam June Paik, the artist who envisaged the popular future of the world of media. Paik remains perhaps one of the most revolutionary artists, for his practice was mediated, geared towards the masses and not necessarily or preeminently dominated by a desire of sitting within the establishment. He also challenged the perception of what art ‘should be’ and at the same time undermined elitisms through the use, at his time, of what were considered ‘non-artistic-media.’ Some of the choices in his career, both in terms of artistic medium and in terms of content, can be defined as visionary as well as risky to the point of bravery or idiocy, depending on the mindset of the critic.

My fascination with the Laser Cone’s re-fabrication in Liverpool was immediate and I wanted to reflect in the publication, albeit symbolically, the multiple possibilities and connections that underpin the Laser Cone’s re-fabrication and its medium, as well as Paik’s and McLuhan’s visions of the world to come, made of light, optics and lasers.

Taking risks, particularly taking risks with one’s own artistic practice, may also mean to risk a downward spiral; and Paik did not seem to shy away from artworks’ challenging productions and made use of varied and combined media, therefore re-defining the field of art and placing himself at the center of it.

In the following decades, Paik was to transform virtually all aspects of video through his innovative sculptures, installations, single-channel videotapes, productions for television, and performances. As a teacher, writer, lecturer, and advisor to foundations, he continually informed and transformed 20th century visual culture.

Nam June Paik and Marshall McLuhan are two of the numerous artists and authors who inspired my formative years. If one cannot deny Paik’s love of play and satire imbued in popular culture and used to disguise a real intellectual and conceptual approach to the artwork, neither can easily be discounted McLuhan’s strong advocacy of the powerful tool that technology can be, so powerful that is able to obscure and sideline the message itself in the name of the medium.

‘Marshall McLuhan’s famous phrase ‘Media is message’ was formulated by Norbert Wiener in 1948 as ‘The signal, where the message is sent...’'

I found the best framework in one of Paik’s artworks that was presented for the first time in the United Kingdom, at FACT, in Liverpool, thanks to the efforts of both Stubbs and Kholeif.

The word laser is actually an acronym; it stands for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. Nam June Paik undertook a residency with Bell labs, who were the inventors of the laser. It was here that he created his 1966 piece Digital Experiment at Bell Labs, exploring the stark contrast between digital and analogue and his fascination with technology in its material form. His work with Bell set the precedent for artists and musicians to start using technology creatively in a new way.

Therefore, it seems limited to define Paik as ‘the father of video art’ when his approaches were to resonate in a multiplicity of fields and areas.

Paik’s latest creative deployment of new media is through laser technology. He has called his most recent installation a “post-video project,” which continues the articulation of the kinetic image through the use of laser energy projected onto scrims, cascading water, and smoke-filled sculptures. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, Paik’s work shows us that the cinema and video are fusing with electronic and digital media into new forms and expressions. The end of video...
This catalog became a tool to mirror and perhaps ‘transmediate’ the laser installation “made of a huge green laser that [...] corpor[ed]” FACT with Tate Liverpool. Travelling 800 metres as the crow flies, the beam of light [...] made] a symbolic connection between the two major exhibitions of video artist, pioneer and composer Nam June Paik. Artist Peter Appleton, who was behind the laser which joined the Anglican and Metropolitan cathedrals in Liverpool during 2008 Capital of Culture, was commissioned by FACT to create the artwork, Laser Link, which references Nam June Paik’s innovative laser works.

The catalog is in itself a work that reflects the laser connections, the speed of contacts, theirjoining of a variety of media as easily as connecting people from all parts of the world. In this phantasmagoria of connections it almost seems possible to visualize the optic cables and WIFI that like threads join the people and the media of McLuhan’s “global village” and the multiplicities of media that Paik invited us to use to create what I would like to define as the contemporary “bastard art.”

Lanfranco Aceti
Editor in Chief, Leonardo Electronic Almanac
Director, Kasa Gallery

A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR IN CHIEF

For me personally this book represents a moment of further transformation of LEA, not only as a journal publishing volumes as in the long tradition of the journal, but also as a producer of books and catalogs that cater for the larger community of artists that create bastard art or bastard science for that matter.

ENDNOTES AND REFERENCES

7. Art as a bastard is interpreted, in this passage, as something of uncertain origins that cannot be easily defined and neatly encapsulated in a definition or framework. “Art is often a bastard; the parents of which we do not know.” Nam June Paik as cited in Florence de Meredieu, Digital and Video Art, trans. Richard Elliott (Edinburgh: Chambers, 2005), 185.
The Future Is Now?

Far and Wide: Nam June Paik is an edited collection that seeks to explore the legacy of the artist Nam June Paik in contemporary media culture. This particular project grew out of a collaboration between FACT, Foundation for Art and Creative Technology, and the Tate Liverpool, who in late 2010-2011 staged the largest retrospective of the artist’s work in Europe. The project, staged across both sites, also included a rich public programme.

Of these, two think tank events, The Future is Now: Media Arts, Performance and Identity after Nam June Paik and The Electronic Superhighway: Art after Nam June Paik, brought together a forum of artists, critics, and thinkers from across the visual and digital arts to explore and dissect the significance of Paik within broader cultural contexts.

This programme was developed by a large group of collaborators. The discursive programme was produced by FACT in partnership with the Tate Liverpool, who in late 2010-2011 staged the largest retrospective of the artist’s work in Europe.

The discursive programme was produced by FACT in partnership with the Tate Liverpool, who in late 2010-2011 staged the largest retrospective of the artist’s work in Europe. The project, staged across both sites, also included a rich public programme.

Of these, two think tank events, The Future is Now: Media Arts, Performance and Identity after Nam June Paik and The Electronic Superhighway: Art after Nam June Paik, brought together a forum of artists, critics, and thinkers from across the visual and digital arts to explore and dissect the significance of Paik within broader cultural contexts.

At the same time, we were keen to examine how artists now possess knowledge and expertise through the possibilities that are facilitated by technology. At the same time, we were keen to examine how artists now possess knowledge and expertise through the possibilities that are facilitated by technology.

Drawing from Bruno Latour, Norman M. Klein and Jay David Bolter, Deveraux uses these frameworks retrospectively to extrapolate parallels, dissonances and points of return to the artist’s work. Deveraux and Allen focus on specific pieces: Deveraux discusses Paik and Shuya Abe’s Raster Manipulation Unit (a.k.a. “The Wobbulator” (1970)), while Allen surveys a series of tendencies in the artist’s work, developed after he was invited to visit to the Nam June Paik Center in South Korea. Galati and Schofield stretch this framework to explore broader concerns. Schofield considers the use of data in contemporary artwork, while Galati explores the problematic association with feminist authority. Rather, it serves to extract open-ended questions about how and why Paik’s influence has yet to wield.

Researchers Jamie Allen, Gabriella Galati, Tom Schofield, and Emile Deveraux used these frameworks retrospectively to extrapolate parallels, dissonances and points of return to the artist’s work. Deveraux and Allen focus on specific pieces: Deveraux discusses Paik and Shuya Abe’s Raster Manipulation Unit (a.k.a. “The Wobbulator” (1970)), while Allen surveys a series of tendencies in the artist’s work, developed after he was invited to visit to the Nam June Paik Center in South Korea. Galati and Schofield stretch this framework to explore broader concerns. Schofield considers the use of data in contemporary artwork, while Galati explores the problematic association with feminist authority.

The Future Is Now? is an edited collection that seeks to explore the legacy of the artist Nam June Paik in contemporary media culture. This particular project grew out of a collaboration between FACT, Foundation for Art and Creative Technology, and the Tate Liverpool, who in late 2010-2011 staged the largest retrospective of the artist’s work in Europe. The project, staged across both sites, also included a rich public programme.

Of these, two think tank events, The Future is Now: Media Arts, Performance and Identity after Nam June Paik and The Electronic Superhighway: Art after Nam June Paik, brought together a forum of artists, critics, and thinkers from across the visual and digital arts to explore and dissect the significance of Paik within broader cultural contexts.

This programme was developed by a large group of collaborators. The discursive programme was produced by FACT in partnership with the Tate Liverpool, who in late 2010-2011 staged the largest retrospective of the artist’s work in Europe.

The discursive programme was produced by FACT in partnership with the Tate Liverpool, who in late 2010-2011 staged the largest retrospective of the artist’s work in Europe. The project, staged across both sites, also included a rich public programme.

Of these, two think tank events, The Future is Now: Media Arts, Performance and Identity after Nam June Paik and The Electronic Superhighway: Art after Nam June Paik, brought together a forum of artists, critics, and thinkers from across the visual and digital arts to explore and dissect the significance of Paik within broader cultural contexts.

At the same time, we were keen to examine how artists now possess knowledge and expertise through the possibilities that are facilitated by technology. At the same time, we were keen to examine how artists now possess knowledge and expertise through the possibilities that are facilitated by technology.

Drawing from Bruno Latour, Norman M. Klein and Jay David Bolter, Deveraux uses these frameworks retrospectively to extrapolate parallels, dissonances and points of return to the artist’s work. Deveraux and Allen focus on specific pieces: Deveraux discusses Paik and Shuya Abe’s Raster Manipulation Unit (a.k.a. “The Wobbulator” (1970)), while Allen surveys a series of tendencies in the artist’s work, developed after he was invited to visit to the Nam June Paik Center in South Korea. Galati and Schofield stretch this framework to explore broader concerns. Schofield considers the use of data in contemporary artwork, while Galati explores the problematic association with feminist authority. Rather, it serves to extract open-ended questions about how and why Paik’s influence has yet to wield.

Researchers Jamie Allen, Gabriella Galati, Tom Schofield, and Emile Deveraux used these frameworks retrospectively to extrapolate parallels, dissonances and points of return to the artist’s work. Deveraux and Allen focus on specific pieces: Deveraux discusses Paik and Shuya Abe’s Raster Manipulation Unit (a.k.a. “The Wobbulator” (1970)), while Allen surveys a series of tendencies in the artist’s work, developed after he was invited to visit to the Nam June Paik Center in South Korea. Galati and Schofield stretch this framework to explore broader concerns. Schofield considers the use of data in contemporary artwork, while Galati explores the problematic association with feminist authority.

The second and perhaps more open-ended question is: what would Nam June Paik have made of the post-internet contemporary art scene? Would Paik have been an advocate of the free distribution of artwork through such platforms as UbuWeb and YouTube? Would he have been accepting of it, if it were ephemeral, or would he have fought for the protection of licensing? This question remains: could an artist charged with bringing so much openness to the visual arts, have been comfortable with the level of openness that has developed since his death? There is much that remains unanswered, and that, we can only speculate. Far and Wide does not offer a holistic biography or historical overview of the artist’s work or indeed its authority. Rather, it serves to extract open-ended questions about how and why Paik’s influence has yet to wield.

It is worth mentioning at this stage that there were many who joined in contributing to this process, who did not partake formally in this reader or the public programme. Dara Birnbaum, Tony Conrad, Yoko Ono, Cory Arcangel, Laurie Anderson, Ken Hakuta, Marisa Olson, all served as sources of guidance, whether directly or indirectly through conversations, e-mails, and contacts.

Still, there remain many lingering questions that are not answered here, many of which were posed both by our research and organizational processes. The first and most straightforward question for Caitlin and I was: why is it so difficult to find female artists who would be willing to contribute or speak on the record about Paik’s influence? It always seemed that there were many interested parties, but so very few who were eager to commit to our forum.

The second and perhaps more open-ended question is: what would Nam June Paik have made of the post-internet contemporary art scene? Would Paik have been an advocate of the free distribution of artwork through such platforms as UbuWeb and YouTube? Would he have been accepting of it, if it were ephemeral, or would he have fought for the protection of licensing? This question remains: could an artist charged with bringing so much openness to the visual arts, have been comfortable with the level of openness that has developed since his death? There is much that remains unanswered, and that, we can only speculate. Far and Wide does not offer a holistic biography or historical overview of the artist’s work or indeed its authority. Rather, it serves to extract open-ended questions about how and why Paik’s influence has yet to wield.

Omar Kholeif
Editor and Curator
FACT, Foundation for Art and Creative Technology

The Future Is Now / Nam June Paik Conference / FACT and TATE Liverpool

ROY ASCOTT IN CONVERSATION WITH MIKE STUBBS

This text is a transcription of a speech from Mike Stubbs:
The first time I met this young man was in 1979. I drove down to Newport in south Wales from Cardiff, where I was an art student. I actually studied under John Gingell, who is unfortunately now deceased, but who shared some of the same interests and values as I suspect Roy Ascott still maintains. At art college, I was a boy who was not bad with video, knocking about with half-inch black and white video and three-quarter inch U-matic: an artist experimenting with videotape and performance. I was told about this bloke over in Newport who was mucking about with fax machines and robotics. Being quite curious myself, I thought I might go and meet him, and that was my first meeting with Roy in his studio.

Earlier on today I was actually trying to get Omar Kholeif to find us a fax machine so we could be reminded what one looks like; then I thought that he could perhaps bring me a hammer as well, so I could smash it, as some kind of performative act. It was then that Omar said I couldn’t do that because the finance department still uses the fax machine every day, which I was surprised to learn. The fact we’re still using it just goes to show that some of our so-called redundant technologies are not as redundant as we think they are. I wanted to use this example in order to open a conversation about Roy Ascott’s own inquisitiveness, his own curiosity, and how he would apply the knowledge of these discrepancies to learning to play with technology.

ROY ASCOTT: Well, I suppose it started in a way... let’s leave aside... earlier reflections as a child?

MIKE STUBBS: Why leave it alone?

ROY ASCOTT: Well, just for the moment. When I studied under Victor Pasmore and Richard Hamilton, the experience produced in me an extreme psychosis. That is because you’ve got two wonderful minds, two wonderful artists but completely different people and approaches. Pop Art and Constructivism. When I was there, at Newcastle University, I spent a lot of time in the library stacks, where I came across this really weird book called Cybernetics and Business by F. H. George. At the time I didn’t know what cybernetics was, I just thought “what?” So I opened it up. It had inside special words such as “feedback,” “retro-action,” “black box,” all of which were magic to me. I thought, “Jesus, what is this stuff?” From there, I then looked at Ross Ashby’s design for a brain, or rather for the computer as a brain. I have got to tell you, this was written back at a time when the notion that there was an underlying discipline. So, to answer your question: you quickly move, though not directly, my move was from cybernetics to biology first of all, but then you do quickly move to computers and to the idea of computational systems. So that was the shift.

MIKE STUBBS: I wanted to go earlier, I’m sorry.

ROY ASCOTT: Earlier than that?

MIKE STUBBS: I was hoping to find out more about the time before you decided to go to college, or when you decided to become an artist, or even knew what an artist might be. Whether you had any early reflections as a child?

ROY ASCOTT: I don’t know, I realized later what they might have been, in a way. I was born in Bath, down in Somerset, which is an interesting place in terms of all its history. Firstly, the Romans took it over and they left some very interesting monuments and artefacts. Later, the Georgian period gave it the same wonderful architecture as you have here. Later again, it was also a great gaming center, Owen Ash brought the idea of gambling to the city in a big way. Then, all around it are places like Silbury Hill and Avebury, these ancient, psychic sites and a whole mythology that attaches to the idea of the instrumentality of geographical features. You know a mound is not just a mound, that’s what I meant by magic.
But we are post-rationalizing though aren’t we?

Roy Ascott: Oh yes, absolutely so.

Mike Stubb: I know you love language and you love making up words. So you have actually helped us define a new way of thinking by coming up with some of the new terms. To be honest, it was shame to see you rush through that presentation, especially as I saw a longer version of it about a year ago. That could have been a four-hour lecture for some students in... Russia. Given that time, we really would have got down into what the concept of ‘pharma’ means for you. Not only that, but how your interpretation of technology is not about the digital, it’s not about video, and it’s not even about processing data. That really interests me in terms of some sort of contemporary utopianism, whether that is us witnessing via television events taking place in, for instance, the Middle East or North Africa, through to the conditions that we live and work in within Liverpool and the everyday. I’m curious about that sense of hope that we might have around what could be described as a collective intelligence. Can you go into that for me?

Roy Ascott: That’s what I mean by the idea of the hyper-cortex, if we would be prepared to relabel the anatomy, as we understand it, and try to look instead at the anatomy of the collective. The collective mind, as I use the term, is not a hive mind but an extremely dynamic set of parts that are constantly shifting. It’s more and more possible with telematics to understand a dynamic mind. We are not just talking about collective agreements on things, we’re talking about those states of being, and where we take on more responsibility and do not leave it to some ideology or to a church to define who we are. We are actually now more bravely set about defining ourselves. All this is tied up with the idea of living together and how physical space might be configured in doing that. I think what we could call architecture is one important thing to be looking at.

Mike Stubb: Does that mean we have to give a large part of our selves away?

Roy Ascott: Yes, I think I understand what you mean. If as a part of that process, as an important element of the greater transparency of ourselves, then yes, I think we are slowly shedding extreme inhibitions about private thought. I think the two big S words, salary and sexuality, used to be two very private things that one didn’t talk about, but those and many other things are now openly discussed.

Mike Stubb: I’d like to try and connect this to the inquisitiveness or curiosity that Nam June Paik would have had, both as a contemporary portrait of yours and as somebody who enjoyed playing. I am really interested to know what you might be saying to the young people in the room who are the practitioners, or studying the context and the culture. What you think we might be moving to in terms of a third sense, let alone a second sense? Maybe to speculate on the future?

Roy Ascott: To speculate on the future I think we will inevitably be thinking about the city: what it is and what that might mean. It’s a very old structure, a very old and classical idea that has outlived its point. Where we had that strange dichotomy of city and country, urban and rural, we now have to rethink space, and rethink structures in space. It is not just going to be about extreme poverty, which is already widespread throughout the world and is coming to a street near you, if not your street, within the next year or two. Not just extreme poverty, but the whole rethinking of what it is to be living together, where we are living in a variable reality as I tried to describe in the talk. A variable reality where we shift seamlessly between these states of being, and where we take on more responsibility and do not leave it to some ideology or to a church to define who we are. We are actually now more bravely set about defining ourselves. All this is tied up with the idea of living together and how physical space might be configured in doing that. I think what we could call architecture is one important thing to be looking at.

Mike Stubb: As we potentially move into a much more mechanistic society, due to burgeoning poverty and mass population, are classical modes of individually things that we can no longer afford?

Roy Ascott: Again, I think that redefinition is the word. I don’t think it’s so much about loss, but it is a matter of redefining what it is to be. Without sounding horribly vague about it, I think we are having to redefine our notion of authenticity, whereas the fax they do. This is completely stupid because you can fake both just as well, but the idea persists that one of these is somehow more authentic than the other. Is this question of what it is to be a human being and how autonomous we are in relation not only to everyone else, but also to everything else. This mechanized environment, where more and more machines and systems can anticipate our needs, also creates a kind of anticipatory environment that changes the nature of desires.

Mike Stubb: Before I throw it open to the floor, is that what you mean by the city as a kind of collective intelligence?

Roy Ascott: Yes, thank you.

Mike Stubb: Then I would like to ask the members of the audience here to come up with some questions for Roy. So over to you please.

Audience: The story about the fax machine got me thinking about notions of authenticity. The reason that the finance department is working with a fax machine is that banks do not accept e-mails as being authentic, whereas the fax they do. This is completely stupid because you can fake both just as well, but the idea persists that one somehow more authentic than the other. Is this question of what is authentic and what is fake even interesting anymore?

Roy Ascott: Oh yes, it is hugely interesting. We have had centuries of being told where the authentic self is located, who will authen-
What Paik was foreseeing was something beyond the artists’ process, to how we exist in a media flow. I’m not sure if the question of invention really occurs anymore. We are in this flow not just of media but of life, which I describe as this variable reality, in and out of video; in and out of all these different worlds.

criticize it and how, and which behaviors make it authentic and which don’t. I don’t have an answer to what comes out of that, but believe that questioning this idea of authenticity on every level is important; certainly in terms of the self. That then, of course as I’m sure you know, leads to questions of ownership. These questions only make sense in this world where, with present company accepted, museums are designed really to ensure the investment of wealthy investors who, rather than investing in second hand materials, invest in pictures. They do this because you can run from one country to the next if you get attacked. I’ve no doubt that in Egypt instead of collecting Louis XIV sideboards, Mubarak collected paintings.

Roy Ascott: Yes, well, I think that the aesthetic values and artistic questions this idea of authenticity on every level is important; certainly in terms of the self. That then, of course as I’m sure you know, leads to questions of ownership. These questions only make sense in this world where, with present company accepted, museums are designed really to ensure the investment of wealthy investors who, rather than investing in second hand materials, invest in pictures. They do this because you can run from one country to the next if you get attacked. I’ve no doubt that in Egypt instead of collecting Louis XIV sideboards, Mubarak collected paintings. Mike Stubbins: Perhaps more importantly, in terms of biological material and biological assets, or rather in terms of the authenticity of the individual that also raises a really big set of questions.

Roy Ascott: Yes, sure! Even now the bio-industry, in terms of facial restructuring, altering body parts and so on is big business. This is important because it is big business not on a purely medical level but a very commercial one. So then of course, the authentic body is completely passed out of consciousness.

Mike Stubbins: Does it take identity with it?

Roy Ascott: Yes, I agree, identity goes with it.

Audience: Thank you. As Mike said, Roy, your presentation raised a number of provocative issues and terms. I just have one question. On one of your charts you had the modern, the postmodern and you indicated a number of provocative issues and terms. I just have one question. On one of your charts you had the modern, the postmodern and you indicated... Roy Ascott: Syncretic.

Audience: Yes, you talked about the postmodern process and the syncretic flow. I was wondering if you could expand on those terms?

Roy Ascott: Yes, well, I think that the aesthetic values and artistic practice in the modernist period were concerned with material objects and questions this idea of authenticity on every level is important; certainly in terms of the self. That then, of course as I’m sure you know, leads to questions of ownership. These questions only make sense in this world where, with present company accepted, museums are designed really to ensure the investment of wealthy investors who, rather than investing in second hand materials, invest in pictures. They do this because you can run from one country to the next if you get attacked. I’ve no doubt that in Egypt instead of collecting Louis XIV sideboards, Mubarak collected paintings.

Roy Ascott: Yes, well, I think that the aesthetic values and artistic practice in the modernist period were concerned with material objects and the only way in which process came to be extremely important. This importance was felt particularly in the field of new technology and art, which we see in the work of Nam June Paik. However, I think what Paik was foreseeing was something beyond the artists’ process, to how we exist in a media flow. I’m not sure if the question of invention really occurs anymore. We are in this flow not just of media but of life, which I describe as this variable reality, in and out of video; in and out of all these different worlds. These worlds are no longer separate: we clutch at this, we pull from that and we flow with this. Even process, in the postmodern sense, was something that took place in a studio or other special place but it’s not like that anymore, now it is a flow. That’s what I’m trying to point to really.

Mike Stubbins: Can I just add to that? Your starting point was about contemplation, but being in a flow, contemplation, if it exists at all, is... Roy Ascott: That’s right.

Mike Stubbins: ...in the real time and it... Roy Ascott: ...in the nanosecond. Therefore, if we base our analysis in terms of all of our conceptions of time, these have totally shifted within the arc of your lifetime.

Roy Ascott: Yes, they have shifted within the course of my life. I am a special medical case where I can be walking, let’s say through Bath, where I have all these memories and some of the time they are very vivid. This is probably an unhealthy position to be in. Nevertheless, it is an interesting position, is it not? We designate it, what it is called? Psycho…

Mike Stubbins: Psychogeography?

Roy Ascott: No, no. I’m talking about when people have many mind-sets. It is a condition that psychoanalysts have treated as a sort of complaint, remember that we have to seek the unified self. I got attacked quite heavily in Argentina, because as someone said that there are more warm couches in Argentina then anywhere else in the world, and when I attacked Freud in the national newspaper they went absolutely berserk. So fortunately that whole idea about hav…

Audience: As much as I hate bringing any kind of conversation back to Facebook, you mentioned the idea of this activity being a transparent kind of thinking. I’m not mischaracterizing what you...
said. The lady’s question about authenticity brought me back to that and subsequently to performativity. I was wondering if you have any comment on these aspects as a thinking process?

ROY ASCOTT: Of Facebook?

AUDIENCE: Yes, so are people in making themselves more transparent also performing?

ROY ASCOTT: Yes, you’re absolutely right. I find it absolutely fascinating and I’ve spent a lot of time on it, getting into this flow. Those of you, almost all of you, who are on Facebook will recognize the feed through which all the messages just flow, messages you may or may not catch. One might say “Was at Aunty Betty’s today and we made soup,” then Jim is talking about “the nano-principles,” someone else is saying something; all of this is going on in the flow. Whether they are talking about Aunty Betty or talking about soup doesn’t really matter. This is because it is desire speaking: it’s saying ‘I want this to be the case,’ so perhaps it is also a fiction.

MIKE STUBBS: All right we’ve got about three more questions lined up. If we can make quicker points and quicker answers now because we are going to run out of time.

AUDIENCE: Hi Roy, both you and Nam June Paik have an enviably positive, or utopian, imagination when it comes to technology. Both of you were imagining futures for technology long before it was capable of being what you envisaged. Therefore, in a sense technology has caught up with your imaginations. It sort of does the things you hoped, but it doesn’t seem to me that the utopian imaginations have been fulfilled in any way. So my question is quite simple: is it possible and it is still appropriate to link hope, so human good, to technological development?

ROY ASCOTT: I certainly think it’s possible; I think it’s got to be em-
ployed and we’ve got to find ways in which that can be the case. I think that the way technologies, in the very full sense I am using the word, need to be brought to bear on the idea of self-definition and of being instrumental in the world. Let’s not talk about jobs and skills, let’s talk instead about the instrumentality of human minds and human bodies in social situations and rethink education in that way. My answer is yes, I don’t think that this utopianism is foolish and it’s not empty. To go back in time, at first there were only eight or nine per-
sons working on telematics and we used to get horrendous com-
munications by telex and over the circuit, which goes back for more than a millennia, is about activating psychic space. The notion of psychic space is not one we’re
comfortably discussing, but this place has its own psychic space that could be restructured in many ways. We often use music to achieve this but of course the Shamans have more devices, more technology at work to do that. That’s why it’s very interesting to me that in Korea new businesses will pay a lot of money for a Shaman. I was at one ceremony not so long ago when something known as the National Treasure was there. It involves many sorts of very strange practices – including the corpse of a pig – but everything that is going on, dance, color, light, sound, music, words, and so on, is instrumental in changing states of consciousness or the field of consciousness. It’s a very old technology and I think we would do well to examine that as much as we examine incoming technologies of a chemical-colloidal or computational kind.

A paradox or a crisis of identity? In as much as we can look at the homepage, filter through it and pick out moments and points in time from a multiplicitous overview of other peoples’ identities. Do you think for the actual individual it can pose a gridlock or a return to where actually living becomes an outside, external world and we become blocked within ourselves?

ROY ASCOTT: It’s a good question but I don’t think so at all. It’s bad that we focus our talk so much on Facebook, but I think in the general form of behavior and consciousness we see a flow between interior states and external statements. That’s the sense I have at two o’clock in the morning as I close down by running through that stream of stuff. I get the sense of minds, I get the sense of people and I get the sense of worlds both interior and external. So no, I think there is a very broad field of awareness and consciousness that is activated and expressed through that flow. What is interesting is where that might lead these models, or this particular model of Facebook, which has taken hold of the imagination of so many people. Where might that lead generically? That I think is an interesting question. It is a question that a lot of people are asking now and not just for money, but because of the fuller implication of it, philo-
osophically if you like.

AUDIENCE: I have two questions. Firstly, I’m wondering if you meant more about this?

ROY ASCOTT: Yes, that’s very much what I was talking about. I had to say it very briefly, but I think that if we are going to look at technolo-
gies then we must look at all technologies. I think one of the oldest is Yoga, a somatic technology. I think the instrumentality of the shaman however, which goes back for more than a millennia, is about activ-
ating psychic space. The notion of psychic space is not one we’re comfortable discussing, but this place has its own psychic space that could be restructured in many ways. We often use music to achieve this but of course the Shamans have more devices, more technology at work to do that. That’s why it’s very interesting to me that in Korea new businesses will pay a lot of money for a Shaman. I was at one ceremony not so long ago when something known as the National Treasure was there. It involves many sorts of very strange practices – including the corpse of a pig – but everything that is going on, dance, color, light, sound, music, words, and so on, is instrumental in changing states of consciousness or the field of consciousness. It’s a very old technology and I think we would do well to examine that as much as we examine incoming technologies of a chemical-colloidal or computational kind.

gies are extensions of ancient ones? Would you kindly talk a little bit more about this?
I think it is more useful for human beings to understand evolution as a product not of the mind but of an organ, namely the brain, which can access a pre-existing field of consciousness.

AUDIENCE: My second question is about the body as a response to my Cartesian mind, so using an embodiment to talk. Now you are saying that consciousness needs to be re-thought, but it is sometimes very easy simply to return to the Cartesian mind. So how do you go about redefining the mind and what kind of frameworks do you use to do it?

ROY ASCOTT: It’s really about shifting the balance. In my case I want to shift from what I think is this almost childish notion of meatism and digitization make it possible to own what the mind does by defining the body as a response to the mind.

ROY ASCOTT: How? That is an excellent question with many aspects that one should try to answer. We have talked about authenticity, but we have not spoken about ownership, and clearly there is an issue of exploitation. I can’t really answer that question straight up, but I would say this: artists, or whoever we are, interred in these issues and taking a creative position relative to them, we’ve got to act fast. You are very, very right to bring the ghost of capitalism to play on it. Going back to when there were half a dozen of us, using these telematic systems for artworks, capitalism always loomed over us. My answer now is the same as it was back then if we don’t get there first and show, as I say, that there is love in the telematic embrace then the corporations will sure as hell set the standard. Now I think, with things like Facebook, we are ahead of the game and we are always ready to see the capitalist monster move in. The more we can do to explore and exploit creatively the potentials of the mind and technology which are opening up the better, but keeping at bay this capitalist approach. That’s not answering your question, but is a sort of sideways on to it. The rest of it I would be quite happy to discuss later.

MIKE STUBBS: I am going to add one thing onto that and then we are going to close this session. Again, maybe we can refer this back to when Nam June Paik was positioning himself as a trickster. In terms of the historic uses of linguistics, disguise and poise, that positioning is of course a process in itself. Ultimately all any of us as cultural practitioners, theorists, or artists can do is to do something; and when you are not doing something, someone is doing something else. Maybe it’s not good enough to be passive, but if you want to be passive recognise, that maybe of action in itself. That’s all the questions for now, can we have a big round of applause for Roy Ascott, please?